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Lead Like a Guide: How World-Class
Mountain Guides Inspire Us to Be Better
Leaders
Discover the leadership strengths of world-class
mountain guides and see how developing and
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applying these principles can help you reach for the
highest summits in work—and in life. • Teaches key
leadership lessons gained from a decade spent
traveling with world-class mountain guides and more
than 200 top business school participants • Shares
insights drawn from challenging experiences that will
be inspiring and meaningful to readers • Includes
contributions from participants who tell, in their own
words, how they applied lessons learned in
organizations from American Express to Microsoft to a
Silicon Valley startup • Provides action steps for
readers drawn from current research in the fields of
management and positive psychology

Mountaineering: Freedom of the Hills
A celebration of feminine beauty, athleticism, wisdom,
and skill—Women Who Dare profiles twenty of
America’s most inspiring women climbers ranging
from legends like Lynn Hill to the rising stars of today,
with stunning color photography by veteran
adventure photographer Chris Noble.

Denali Climbing Guide
A book about climbing on different terrains, from rock
to ice.

Climbing
Describes over 900 routes on the lower elevation cliffs
that lie along the eastern edge of Rocky Mountain
National Park including some of the best traditional
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and sport cragging in the State of Colorado. Areas
covered include: Alligator Rock Big Thompson Canyon
Cedar Park Slab Combat Rock Cow Creek Canyon
Crags Deer Ridge Buttress Deville Rocks Eagle Rock
Fall River Road Crags Glen Haven Picnic Area
Ironclads Jurassic Park Kinnikinnik Crags Lumpy Ridge
MacGregor Slab Monastery Palisades Piz Badille
Prospect Mountain Sandbeach Rocks Spur 66 Crags
*This title is sold at a maximum discount of 42%.

Rock Climbing: The AMGA Single Pitch
Manual
Rock Climbing: The AMGA Single Pitch Manual is
intended to serve as a textbook for past and furture
participants of the AMGA SPI program. The book more
specifically address the needs of the professional
cilmbing instructor and advanced recreational
climbers. It presents the most current, internationally
recognized standards for technical climbing systems
used in single pitch rock terrain. Included are
chapters on effective teaching in the outdoor
environment, risk management, professionalism,
environmental awareness, and rescue

Extreme Alpinism
This completely revised and updated edition with all
new color photos brings together in a single volume
the anchoring systems most popular among climbers.
Most climbers today learn their craft on artificial
climbing walls and on sport routes with fixed
protection. Their first efforts to lead on trad routes
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often come as a rude shock--they find that they
haven't the skills and training to safeguard the climb
or to set up solid belays. This new edition of Climbing
Anchors is the climber's complete and authoritative
source of information on protection, from
fundamental knots to sophisticated rigging and
equalizing skills.

Beyond the Mountain
* The book that launched a renaissance in climbing
technique and remains relevant today * Techniques
and mental skills needed to climb at a more
challenging level * Illustrated with full-color photos
throughout Big, high routes at the edge of a climber's
ability are not the places for inventing technique or
relying on old habits. Complacency can lead to fatal
errors. So where does the hard-core aspirant or
dreamer turn? The only master class in print, Extreme
Alpinism delivers an expert dose of reality and
practical techniques for advanced climbers. Focusing
on how top alpine climbers approach the world's most
difficult routes, Twight centers his instruction on the
ethos of climbing the hardest routes with the least
amount of gear and the most speed. Throughout,
Twight makes it clear that the two things he refuses
to compromise are safety and his climbing ethics. In
addition to the extensive chapters on advanced
techniques and skills, Twight also discusses mental
preparedness and attitude; strength and
cardiovascular training; good nutrition; and tips on
equipment and clothing.
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Traditional Lead Climbing
Snoqualmie Rock
In Training for the New Alpinism, Steve House, worldclass climber and Patagonia ambassador, and Scott
Johnston, coach of U.S. National Champions and World
Cup Nordic Skiers, translate training theory into
practice to allow you to coach yourself to any
mountaineering goal. Applying training practices from
other endurance sports, House and Johnston
demonstrate that following a carefully designed
regimen is as effective for alpinism as it is for any
other endurance sport and leads to better
performance. They deliver detailed instruction on how
to plan and execute training tailored to your
individual circumstances. Whether you work as a
banker or a mountain guide, live in the city or the
country, are an ice climber, a mountaineer heading to
Denali, or a veteran of 8,000-meter peaks, your
understanding of how to achieve your goals grows
exponentially as you work with this book. Chapters
cover endurance and strength training theory and
methodology, application and planning, nutrition,
altitude, mental fitness, and assessing your goals and
your strengths. Chapters are augmented with
inspiring essays by world-renowned climbers,
including Ueli Steck, Mark Twight, Peter Habeler,
Voytek Kurtyka, and Will Gadd. Filled with photos,
graphs, and illustrations.

Together on Top of the World
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The noted French climbing guide and first man to
climb all six of the great north faces of the Alps offers
a personal account of his climbing adventures,
recounting the dangers, triumphs, and joy found in
the sport.

How to Rock Climb!
A comprehensive mountaineering guidebook about
Peru's - and South America's - most famous mountain
range. With 182 colour images, including 16
panoramas, and detailed descriptions, it leads us to
the best that the Cordillera Blanca has to offer. It also
includes 12 three-dimensional maps, using a
cartographic technique.

Rock Climbs of Acadia
* Will Gadd is an ESPN X Games and Ice World Cup
winner * There are 1.1 million ice climbers in the U.S.
(Outdoor Industry Association, 2001) * Seventh
installment in The Mountaineers Outdoor Expert
series "Mixed climbing is my favorite discipline. It's
the most fun because it has the fewest rules-sort of
like professional wrestling compared to boxing." So
says Will Gadd, as profiled in Fifty Favorite Climbs.
Here the champion ice climber presents the same
techniques and veteran wisdom he imparts to those
who attend his annual clinics. These include step-bystep instructions for the swing (ice axe), the kick
(footwork), and putting it all together (tracking); how
to "read" ice to select your line and follow it safely;
and drytool techniques for mixed climbing. Training
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exercises and inspirational stories complete this
seminal guide. Will Gadd won every major ice
competition in the world in 1998 and 1999, as well as
the 2000 Ice World Cup. A resident of Canmore,
Alberta, he has written for Climbing and Rock & Ice,
among other publications. Roger Chayer's photos
have appeared in Rock & Ice, Climbing, Gripped,
Equinox, and the Alpine Club of Canada Journal. He
lives in Calgary, Alberta. Part of the Mountaineers
Outdoor Expert series.

Trad Climber's Bible
One of the East Coast's premier summer destinations,
Acadia National Park offers high quality granite
climbing in a spectacular setting. It is a Downeast
island paradise replete with classic routes both on the
coast and inland. With route descriptions for nearly
300 climbs, this guidebook covers all of the classic
Acadia climbing areas, plus many of the island's more
obscure haunts. Detailed information will keep you
climbing; beautiful photographs will keep you
inspired.

Backcountry Skiing
This publication presents a national study of outdoor
recreation trends as part of the 2010 Renewable
Resources Planning Act Assessment by the Forest
Service, U S Department of Agriculture The objectives
are to review past trends in outdoor recreation
participation by Americans, to describe in detail
current outdoor recreation participation patterns, and
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to compare patterns across regional and demographic
strata Further objectives include describing recreation
activity participation on public and private lands and
providing projections of outdoor recreation
participation out to the year 2060 One overriding
national trend is quite evident: the mix of outdoor
activities chosen by Americans and the relative
popularity of activities overall have been evolving
over the last several decades One general category of
activity that has been showing growth in the first
decade of the 21st century is nature-based recreation
Between 2000 and 2009, the number of people who
participated in nature-based outdoor recreation grew
by 71 percent and the number of activity days grew
about 40 percent

The Book of Climbing Knots
A dynamic package of training material from a pair of
expert coaches, The Self-Coached Climber offers
comprehensive instruction, from the basics of
gripping holds to specific guidelines for developing a
customized improvement plan. Hague and Hunter
base their methods on the four fundamental
components of all human movement--balance, force,
time, and space--and explain how to apply these
principles to achieve efficient results. The DVD
presents live demonstrations of training exercises and
features an original documentary of a 5.14a/b
redpoint attempt by Adam Stack and Chris Lindner.
Self-Coached Climber was named a finalist in the
Mountain Exposition Category at the 2007 Banff
Mountain Festival.
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The Self-coached Climber
Featured are detailed line drawings and clear
instructions on how to tie the gamut of climbing
knots, explanations of the various uses of each knot,
the best knots to use in specific situations, and an
easy-to-use Index.

Best Climbs Red Rocks
Complete with maps and an invaluable trip planning
section detailing the information needed to make your
trip an unforgettable success, Baffin Island is the first
comprehensive adventure guide to the fifth largest
island in the world, which is quickly becoming known
as a premiere destination for climbers, skiers,
trekkers and adventure travellers alike.

Baffin Island
CLICK HERE to download the chapter "The Alpine
Environment" from Alpine Climbing * For climbers who
know the basics and are ready to venture at higher
altitudes * Written by longtime guides and climbing
instructors certified by the American Mountain Guide
Association (AMGA) * Recommended by the AMGA *
Teaches situational thinking and learning as well as
technique This intermediate-level guide addresses
tools, skills, and techniques used in alpine terrain
including rock, snow, ice, and glaciers at moderate
altitude -- approximately 5000 meters (16,000 feet)
and lower. The technical protection systems are
covered, of course. But 30 years of alpine climbing
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experience has convinced the authors that mastery -and safety -- lie in the far more difficult task of
knowing exactly which techniques to use, where and
when. Therefore, they teach step-by-step decisionmaking skills, providing scenarios, checklists, and selfposed questions to inform the decision process.
Alpine Climbing assumes some prior knowledge,
primarily in rock climbing skills and techniques. Basic
knots, belaying, rappelling, building rock anchors,
leading, placing rock protection, and movement skills
on rock: variations of these skills that are of particular
value in the alpine environment are addressed in this
book.

The Mountain Guide Manual
This updated, expert ski guide provides top-of-the-line
insight for backcountry/off-piste skiiers and guides.
The Ski Guide Manual presents wisdom earned
through decades of experience guiding and. The
result is a successful system of travel and risk
management in the winter environment. The
collective work of thousands of mountain guides have
proven how to have the most fun and find the best
snow, all which reducing risk of avalanche, cold,
crevasses, and optimize group dynamics.

Adventure Tourism
All the fundamentals, from ethics to getting up the
climb, are presented in this instruction book. It has
been updated to reflect current standards in
equipment, technique and training and provides
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guidance for beginners and intermediate climbers.

Backcountry Ski & Snowboard Routes
Washington
What does it take to be one of the world's best highaltitude mountain climbers? A lot of fundraising;
traveling in some of the world's most dangerous
countries; enduring cold bivouacs, searing lungs, and
a cloudy mind when you can least afford one. It
means learning the hard lessons the mountains teach.
Steve House built his reputation on ascents
throughout the Alps, Canada, Alaska, the Karakoram
and the Himalaya that have expanded possibilities of
style, speed, and difficulty. In 2005 Steve and alpinist
Vince Anderson pioneered a direct new route on the
Rupal Face of 26,600-foot Nanga Parbat, which had
never before been climbed in alpine style. It was the
third ascent of the face and the achievement earned
Steveand Vince the first Piolet d"or (Golden Ice Axe)
awarded to North Americans. Steve is an
accomplished and spellbinding storyteller in the
tradition of Maurice Herzog and Lionel Terray. Beyond
the Mountain is a gripping read destined to be a
mountain classic. And it

Climbing
Traditional Lead Climbing is the first and only
guidebook intended to teach rock climbers how to
lead with gear. Unlike other types of climbing such as
sport and direct-aid climbing, “trad” climbing relies on
placing your own gear as you climb from the ground.
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It’s also one of the more dangerous climbing
activities, where expert guidance is a must. This
invaluable guide gives step-by-step descriptions of
equipment, rope management, and techniques.
Dozens of close-up photos and fun yet informative
drawings show situations climbers might encounter
and how to deal with them. In addition to covering the
basics, the book showcases the experience and
wisdom of a number of world-class climbers in selfrevealing sidebars.

Ice and Mixed Climbing
Rock Climbing: The AMGA Single Pitch Manual is
intended to serve as a textbook for past and furture
participants of the AMGA SPI program. The book more
specifically address the needs of the professional
cilmbing instructor and advanced recreational
climbers. It presents the most current, internationally
recognized standards for technical climbing systems
used in single pitch rock terrain. Included are
chapters on effective teaching in the outdoor
environment, risk management, professionalism,
environmental awareness, and rescue

Self-Rescue
CLICK HERE to download a sample route from
Backcountry Ski & Snowboard Washington Ski and
snowboard adventures can be found year-round when
you know where to look — start here! * Only
Mountaineers Books offers guidebooks for
backcountry ski routes in Washington, and this is the
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newest and best available! *Backcountry skiing is one
of the fastest growing winter sports * Written by the
authors of the bestselling instructional text on the
sport, Backcountry Skiing Washington’s Cascades,
Olympics, and Mount Rainier are prime destinations
for backcountry ski and snowboard adventure, and no
one is better qualified to write this guidebook than
Martin Volken and his team at Pro Guiding Service,
based in the Cascade foothills. The all-new guidebook
includes 80 routes throughout the state — plus one in
British Columbia! — Ideal for intermediate to expert
skiers or snowboarders. It features routes ranging
from accessible day trips suitable for relative
beginners to more challenging multiday traverses. It’s
a guide to the very best routes available to skiers and
boarders throughout the state. Each route includes
the following elements: * Starting elevation and high
point * Elevation gain and loss * Route distance *
Time required * Recommended skill and fitness levels
* Best season to ski * Maps and permits info * Driving
directions, from nearest major town or junction *
Detailed route description * Backcountry Ski &
Snowboard Routes: Washington also includes an
introduction by legendary Northwest skier Lowell
Skoog.

Estes Park Valley
Snoqualmie Rock is the comprehensive, full-color
guidebook to the rock climbing crags around North
Bend, Washington. It features over 700 rock and
alpine climbs in the Snoqualmie Valley, covering
roughly 900 square miles of mountains. All of the
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classics at Little Si and Exit 38 are included, PLUS
details on more than 60 separate crags, including
many never-before-published routes of all difficulty
levels.Author: Kurt Hicks336 pages, soft cover

Training for the New Alpinism
“The definitive guide to mountains and climbing . .
.”—Conrad Anker For nearly 60 years it’s been
revered as the “bible” of mountaineering–and now it’s
even better than ever • The best-selling instructional
text for new and intermediate climbers for more than
half a century • New edition—fully updated
techniques and all-new illustrations • Researched and
written by a team of expert climbers Mountaineering:
The Freedom of the Hills is the text beloved by
generations of new climbers—the standard for
climbing education around the world where it has
been translated into 12 languages. For the all-new 9th
Edition, committees comprosed of active climbers and
climbing educators reviewed every chapter of
instruction, and discussed updates with staff from the
American Alpine Club (AAC), the American Institute
for Avalanche Research and Education (AIARE), and
the Access Fund. They also worked with professional
members of the American Mountain Guides
Association (AMGA), to review their work and ensure
that the updated textbook includes the most current
best practices for both alpine and rock climbing
instruction. From gear selection to belay and repel
techniques, from glacier travel to rope work, to
safety, safety, and more safety—there is no more
comprehensive and thoroughly vetted training
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manual for climbing than the standard set by
Mountaineering: The Freedom of the Hills, 9th Edition.
Significant updates to this edition include: • New
alignment with AAC’s nationwide universal belay
standard • Expanded and more detailed avalanche
safety info, including how to better understand
avalanches, evaluate hazards, travel safely in avy
terrain, and locate and rescue a fellow climber in an
avalanche • Newly revamped chapters on clothing
and camping • All-new illustrations reflecting the
latest gear and techniques—created by artist John
McMullen, former art director of Climbing magazine •
Review of and contributions to multiple sections by
AMGA-certified guides • Fresh approach to the Ten
Essentials—now making the iconic list easier to recall

Selected Climbs in the Cascades
Traditional, or simply, trad climbing, is a do-it-yourself
adventure requiring the climbing team to negotiate
the climb and to carry, hand-place and remove most if
not all components of the roped safety system. In The
Trad Climber’s Bible, two of the most revered and
respected trad climbers in the world, John Long and
Peter Croft, offer hard-won knowledge to aspiring trad
climbers in a narrative format that is as informative
as it is entertaining. With photos by iconic climbing
photographer Greg Epperson and AMGA Certified
Rock Instructor Bob Gaines, this full color book will
appeal to climbers of all stripes.

Classic Climbs of the Cordillera Blanca,
Peru
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* Features 100 climbing routes, including top favorite
sport and crag climbing areas * Illustrated throughout
with black and white photographs, several with route
overlays * Highlights fun, quality climbs for all skill
levels in the Cascades For years, climbers have
consultedSelected Climbs in the Cascades for the
region's finest, most enjoyable, most aesthetic climbs.
This follow-up volume, with all-new routes, details a
similar mix of walk-ups, snow climbs, scrambles,
wilderness alpine routes, hard rock climbs, ice climbs,
and strenuous mixed climbs, with one major addition:
sport and crag climbs. There are routes here for
climbers of all skill levels, making this an ideal guide
for everyone from beginners looking for the easiest
routes up the gentler Cascade peaks to advanced
rock climberslooking for a fresh, new challenge. Like
the first volume, Volume II includes detailed approach
and route descriptions, permit requirements, topo
maps, and photos for each climb, plus information on
first ascents, equipment, areas of caution, and special
considerations for climbing in the Cascades.

Fifty Classic Climbs of North America
Best ClimbsRed Rocks appeals specifically to traveling
climbers and local climbers who want the best local
climbing. Although the Best Climbs guides feature
routes of all grades, the emphasis is on easy to
moderate routes in the 5.6 to 5.10 range. The book
will include nearly 200 featured routes with each
section including climbing area trivia and history in
the form of short “callouts,” but the primary focus will
be on the route selection and descriptions
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themselves. All routes will be shown clearly on
detailed color photo topos, alongside stunning action
photos and a contemporary design.

Backcountry Skiing Snoqualmie Pass
Thismust-have handbook on rescue techniques for
serious climbers fully describes and illustrates a
variety of techniques that every climber should know
for safety and self-reliance.

Climbing
Presents descriptions of major climbing routes and
tips on planning an expedition

Rock Climbing: The AMGA Single Pitch
Manual
Written by the International Federation of Mountain
Guides Association (IFMGA) certified mountain guides
Marc Chauvin and Rob Coppolillo, The Mountain Guide
Manual is the go-to reference for novice and
experienced mountain guides, as well as advanced
recreationalists. Covering everything from rope
systems and belaying to advice on group dynamics
and rescuing, the manual combines practical how-to
instruction with clear graphics, illustrations, and aweinspiring alpine imagery.

Women Who Dare
An inspirational account of a couple who overcame
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dangerous challenges to climb the Seven Summits
profiles Phil Ershler, a professional mountain guide,
Crohn's disease patient, and cancer survivor who was
the first American to summit Everest from its
treacherous north face, and his wife, Susan, a Fortune
500 executive who had never climbed before meeting
Phil in her thirties.

Appreciating Physical Landscapes
Guides the reader to great skiing away from the
crowds and provides the information every skier will
want for fun and challenging high-country adventures.

Outdoor Recreation Trends and Futures
Adventure tourism is a new, rapidly growing area at
both practical and academic levels. Written at an
introductory level, Adventure Tourism provides a
basic background and covers commercial adventure
tourism products across a range of adventure tourism
sectors.

The Mountain Guide Manual
* For intermediate-to-advanced backcountry skiers*
Includes trip planning, navigation, fitness, and
avalanche safety information, in addition to
techniques*Provides advice on how to make wellinformed backcountry decisionsMartin Volken and his
co-authors provide skiers with all the tools and
knowledge they need to safely and successfully travel
in the mountain backcountry. The guide features
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intermediate-to-advanced techniques for ski touring
and ski mountaineering, from planning backcountry
trips to perfecting turns in rolling terrain and
mastering uphill climbing. For those skiers ready for a
more technical, high alpine environment, they draw
on traditional mountaineering skills, including roped
climbing, setting protection anchors, using ice axes,
climbing on bare rock, and more. In addition to
mastering techniques, Backcountry Skiing also
features information on recent evolutions in ski
equipment; avalanche safety tips; a primer on
mountain weather and glaciers, trip planning tools, a
discussion of emergency situations, nutrition and
fitness advice, and winter camping basics.Throughout
this guide, a special emphasis is put on being wellinformed and making good decisions - whenever you
strap on your skis and skins and head out into the
backcountry.

The Ski Guide Manual
This continuation of FalconGuides’ progressive
climbing series invites single pitch climbers to
responsibly venture beyond the chains, into the realm
of multi-pitch climbing. The farther from the ground a
climb leads, the more technical proficiency and
careful planning will make the difference between a
worthy adventure and miserable epic. Climbing: From
Single Pitch to Multi-Pitch complements instruction,
ground school, and practice with a procedural
approach to planning and preparation, leading
anchoring and belaying, transitions, technical
descent, and emergency preparedness. Before you
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get in way way over your head, make sure the
essential skills outlined in this book have been
reviewed, rehearsed, and individualized.

Starlight and Storm
Written by the International Federation of Mountain
Guides Association (IFMGA) certified mountain guides
Marc Chauvin and Rob Coppolillo, The Mountain Guide
Manual is the go-to reference for novice and
experienced mountain guides, as well as advanced
recreationalists. Covering everything from rope
systems and belaying to advice on group dynamics
and rescuing, the manual combines practical how-to
instruction with clear graphics, illustrations, and aweinspiring alpine imagery.

Alpine Climbing
Geotourism, as a form of sustainable geoheritage
tourism, was defined and developed, from the early
1990s, to contextualize modern approaches to
geoconservation and physical landscape
management. However, its roots lie in the late
seventeenth century and the emergence of the Grand
Tour and its domestic equivalents in the eighteenth
century. Its participants and numerous later travellers
and tourists, including geologists and artists,
purposefully explored wild landscapes as‘geotourists’.
The written and visual records of their observations
underpin the majority of papers within this volume;
these papers explore some significant geo-historical
themes, organizations, individuals and locations
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across three centuries, opening with seventeenth
century elite travellers and closing with modern
landscape tourists. Other papers examine the
resources available to those geotourists and explore
the geotourism paradigm. The volume will be of
particular interest to Earth scientists, historians of
science, tourism specialists and general readers with
an interest in landscape history.

Climbing Anchors
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